
WHERE DREAMS
BECOME HOMES



W E  D E S I G N
YOUR RENOVATION

It means we take care of space planning, floor
plan re-design, additions, joinery design,

interior design, detailed drawings, full
selections of fittings, fixtures, finishes and
furniture, selection schedules and tender or
quote ready documentation. Use our builder

or choose your own.

What Does That Mean?
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Welcome to Plush Design Renovations where we are
excited to introduce you to our nine-step design
process. This exceptional and proven system ensures a
seamless and successful interior design and renovation
experience for our clients.

Why? Because a structured framework brings order and consistency
to every project.

We manage your expectations by clearly defining each step of the
process minimizing uncertainty and surprises.

Our process establishes a comprehensive Scope of Works ensuring
that all elements are considered allowing us to deliver results that
align with your vision.

This process supports accurate fee estimation transparently so you
have a clear understanding of the financial investment required and
staged approach to fee payments.

We further manage project time-lines realistically allowing for
efficient project management.



Our primary focus is to create aesthetically pleasing and functional
outcomes that meet your vision and requirements. We pay close
attention to your style preferences, lifestyle needs, and any specific
design goals you may have. 

Design

We understand the importance of cost implications in any project. Our
team works closely with you to establish a realistic budget that aligns
with your goals. We provide transparent and detailed cost estimates to
ensure there are no surprises along the way. 

Budget

Delivering projects within the specified time-frame is crucial to us. We
carefully plan and coordinate each stage of the project, taking into
account not only the overall completion date but also the timelines for
individual milestones. 

Time-Frame
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THE FOUNDATIONS
At Plush Design Renovations, we believe in establishing a strong
foundation for every project. We prioritise three key pillars that form
the basis of our design process: 
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STEPS ONE TO SIX

When we discuss your needs,
understand your vision,
establish a foundation, and
create a full scope of works
for a comprehensive project
proposal

Initial Consultation Concept + Schematic Team Introductions

Where we gather
information, develop a
project brief and create
conceptual designs and
schematics to provide an
overview of the design
direction

How we establish personal
connections with proposed
suppliers to create effective
communication and start to
develop a solid budget
understanding

Where we refine and develop
concepts considering factors
including functionality,
aesthetics, materials, and
spatial considerations to
achieve your goals

Design Development Documentation Quotes + Tenders

What is created to manage
project timelines, keep
within projected budget
ideals, understand all
selections, and deliver within
desired timelines

Who receives a design and
documentation package so
suppliers and trades can
quote on a specific set of
schedules and parameters for
transparency and budget



Throughout the construction phase, we provide ongoing design
management, coordinating with contractors, suppliers, and other
professionals involved. This ensures that the design vision is executed
effectively and any challenges are addressed promptly. 

Design Management

Once the project is completed, we conduct a final inspection to ensure
that all design elements have been implemented according to the
agreed-upon plans. We then hand over the completed project to you,
ready for you to enjoy and inhabit. 

Client Handover

After the project is handed over, we believe in maintaining a long-term
relationship with our clients. We provide post-project support and are
available for any queries or further assistance you may require. 

Follow-Up
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STEPS SEVEN TO NINE
By choosing Plush Design Renovations you can be confident that your
project will be executed with professionalism, creativity, and attention
to detail. Our nine-step process forms the backbone of our work,
providing structure and guidance to deliver exceptional results within
your budget and time-frame. 



YES01 NOIS  YOUR RENOVATION PLANNED FOR YOU TO
LIVE IN?

YES02 NODO YOU HAVE A SPECIFIC STYLE OR THEME IN
MIND?

YES03 NODO YOU HAVE A LIST OF MUST-HAVE FEATURES
AND ELEMENTS?

YES04 NOHAVE YOU CONSIDERED HOW YOUR NEW
SPACES OR RENOVATION WILL BE USED?

YES05 NODO YOU NEED TO CONSIDER SPECIAL FEATURES
THAT ARE CHILD-FRIENDLY,  PET-FRIENDLY OR
SUITABLE FOR INTER-GENERATIONAL LIVING?

YES06 NOIS  SUSTAINABLE DESIGN OR HAVING A SMART
HOME IMPORTANT TO YOU?

YES07 NODO YOU HAVE A BUDGET YOU ARE
COMFORTABLE TO SPEND?

YES08 NOHAVE YOU CONSIDERED HOW MUCH STORAGE
YOU WILL REALISTICALLY NEED?

C H E C K L I S T
Y E S .  /  N O

USE THIS HANDY CHECKLIST TO THINK MORE DEEPLY 
ABOUT YOUR RENOVATION OR HOME ADDITION.



Thank you!

Our staged approach begins with an initial
consultation. Experience the transformative

power of a no-obligation initial consultation.
In just two hours we will meet on-site, create

a tailored scope of works, discuss design ideas,
and provide expert advice. With a fee of $480
+ gst this consultation sets the foundation for

a streamlined and efficient design process.

www.plushdesignrenovations.com.au

penelope@plushdesigninteriors.com.au

penelope@plushdesignrenovations.com.au

NEXT STEPS

Please contact us today for an informal 
chat or to make a booking

0421 043 505

www.plushdesigninteriors.com.au



An interior designer plays a pivotal

role in shaping the way people

experience and interact with their

surroundings. They combine artistic

creativity with practical knowledge to

transform spaces into functional,

visually appealing, and meaningful

environments that enhance the

quality of life for the occupants.

Plush Design
Interiors

An interior designer specialising in

renovations with design

documentation takes a holistic

approach to transforming existing

spaces. They merge creative design

concepts with technical expertise,

ensuring that the renovation is not

only visually appealing but also well-

planned, feasible, and executed to the

highest standards.

Plush Design
Renovations


